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2. THE NON-PARAMETRIC 

2.1 

trees algo
clustering is 

The segmentation based unsupervised nonpararnetric classification nlethod was developed in the 
Technical Research Center of with financing frorn National Survey and the 

of the The "' ....... "'''' ... J' ...... <e • ., ..... ,.u ...... L'-''' .... 'V'U. 

program IJd.';Kd,~e • ..., .... ,1"'> ...... "...,,, ........ 1"'> 
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2.2 ~e~~ment;atllon 

The segnlentation is on to the ... JI.'-'J' ......... f.J"'U. ... '" ......... pixel with 
minimum gradient intensity. needs one threshold e, which the linking 
towards a too great relative gradient. The increase of the decreases the of 



boundaries affecting to the exact location of the remaining 
linked together are assigned to same segment. The method produces closed uvu..U.UQ . .LJ.':;;;>. It 
is not sensitive to the absolut difference of radiometric values on boundaries. are 
processed in the following four steps : 

1. Calculation of maximum gradient intensity SUln (maxhnulll over directions and SUlll over 
channels) 

nch 1 1 

G(x, y) = ( max I Mk(i,j) * In(x + i, y + j)1) 
k=l,nk 

n=l i=-l j=-l 

where I = mat rice , nch=nulllber of channels and nk=number of boundary templates 
M. The boundary teIllplates M(3x3) correspond to the directions 0/360, 45/315,90/270 and 
135/225 ae2Tees. 

2. Calculation of the difference between the pixel and its neighbouring pixels and 
evident root pixels boundary pixels. 

D(x, y) = . ?}tax (G(x, y) - G(x + i, y + j)) 
~,J=-l,l 

- if D (~, y) < - e : evident root pixel, no linking 

- if D(~, y»e : evident boundary pixel, linking to the neighbouring with nunlIlUUln 

3. The linking of remaining pixels to the neighbouring pixels 
without producing cycles. 

rrunimum 

4. Tracing of the resulting trees and assignment of labels to the segments. 

2.3 Feature extr~'lct;lon 

and 

The pixels representing the segluents in the clustering are those with Ininimuill variation 
inside the segment. The frequency table is calculated from the observations of these pixels. 

The clustering of the frequency table F is based on the sallle directed trees algorithm described 
in 2.2 The frequency values are linked to the neighbour value with maximum frequency. The 
algorith needs one threshold e, which affects to the number of the resulting clusters or classes. 
The decrease of the threshold increases the number of classes without affecting to the location 
of the class boundaries resulting with greater threshold. 

1. calculation of the maximum difference between a frequency value and its neighbouring 
values and the determination of evident values and class boundary values. 
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elements of the official map 1 : 50 000. Table 1 shows the confusion table. The values include 
the effect of geometrical differences between the map and the rectified satellite image. 

1 : Classification accuracies for water and cultivated areas with different methods. 
Pixel by pixel classification. Nonp: nonparaluetric look-up table classification, lind: linear 
discriminant function classifier and nudk: InaxinlUln likelihood classifier. COlnparison pixel by 
pixel to digitized map elements. The omission is the percentage to the map area and commission 

to the interpreted area. 

map into omission commission 
area (ha) area (ha) (%) (%) 

water nonp 119 114 8 3 
water lind 119 120 6 6 

water rnxlk 119 117 6 4 
cultiv nonp 353 394 14 23 
cultiv lind 353 385 14 21 
cultiv rnxlk 353 389 14 22 

Each classification result was further processed so that the segments of the segmentation result 
were assigned to their nlOde class. This eliminated separate pixels especially the boundaries 
of segments. The results fr0111 the comparison to the map elements are shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 : Classification accuracies for water and cultivated areas with different methods. 
Pixels are assigned to the Inode class of their segment. Nonp: nonparametric look-up table clas
sification, lind: linear discriminant function classifier and rnxlk: Inaximum likelihood classifier. 
Comparison pixel by pixel to digitized map elelnents. 

map into omission commission 
area (ha) area (ha) (%) (%) 

water nonp 119 119 5 4 
water lind 119 121 5 5 
water rnxlk 119 120 5 5 
cultiv nonp 353 409 10 22 
cultiv lind 353 394 11 21 
cultiv Inxlk 353 390 13 21 

To evaluate the effect of geometrical differences the confusion mat rice was calculated by shifting 
the interpretation result one pixel to 8 directions. The shifts giving optimal results were different 
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in the different parts of the map : the greatest 
were 4 %. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

in the ......... ..- .... ""n of the area 

To test the validity and the class distributions of a segmentation based nonparaInetric unsu
pervised frequency table of a Spot hnage, the was classified for v •. .-., ..... I-" ....... .... >v ..... 

with 2 "" .. ',," ... U1 

the T ... ann.r' ...... 

is 
areas. testes the distributions of the classes 
quency table clustering, the classes are only 
of the feature vectors, without any assunlptions on the density functions of the classes. 

The small differences in the classification errors between the classifiers prove the validity of 
the unsupervised frequency table clustering Inethod. The classification errors with different 
classifiers are greater than the differences in classification errors. 

These classification results were further processed so that the 
segment of the seglnented Spot image. effect of the lllode 

class was assigned to each 
aSfng:mE:mt to the segments 

improved in most cases the accuracy by 1-4 %. It gives a Inore appropriate product for use. 
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